Construction of the International Museum on
Jagannath Chetana – AN APPEAL

The prominence of Puri in the Socio-cultural map of India needs no
exaggeration at all . From the days of yore , because of its speciality as a place of
pilgrimage especially as the abode of Lord Jagannath and a place to attract
tourists all over the world due to its serene beauty Puri has been able to maintain
its cosmopolitan character. In addition to its speciality as a place of attraction for
both the tourists and pilgrims allover the world , the establishment of the Shree
Jagannath Sanskrit Vishvavidyalaya in the year 1981 has been an additionality and
in a way a new identity for carrying forward the basics of Odishan Culture through
vigorous Research on the cross cultural fertilization popularly known as
JAGANNATH CHETANA , the sign qua-non of which is “Vasudeva Kutumbakam”Universal brotherhood and Atmabat Manyate Jagat (Antrhopomorphisim)

To carry this mission to its logical and pragmatic end the University has
proposed to open A Research Museum –Cum- Study Centre after the name of
Lord Jagannath – “Shree Jagannath Granthara , Samgrahalaya O Gabesana
Kendra” as a mega project for the furtherance of the basic objective referred to
above. Though we are getting moral strength from all corners of the world , we
need further encouragement through financial support as a source of real
encouragement.

Therefore , it is our honest appeal to all concerned to daonate liberally to
tanslate such a noble idea into reality and in the process start our excursion to the
International arena for a scientific analysis with a critical outlook of what actually
Jagananth Chetana Stands for.

In the era of globalization this will go a long way in propagating the
philosophy of peaceful co-existence in a world free from the fear of war or the
shadow there of .

With fraternal greeting to all our brothers and sisters on the occasion of the
New Years Day wishing the members of the Global Village Peace, Prospority and
the Happiest 2012.

JAY JAGANNATH
Registrar
SJSV,Puri
N.B :- Donation if any can be accepted in Cash & Kind or Both

In case any body is interested to donate cash the same should be send in shape of
Demand Draft in favour of “The Comptroller of Finance , SJSV , Puri ” with a letter
mentioning the purpose of donation .
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